SEXUAL AND DOMESTIC ABUSE

Sexual and Domestic Abuse does not discriminate. It can affect anyone; people of all ages, sex, race, and ethnicity. In fact, it most often is committed by those whom we trust and are closest to us. If you or someone you know are being abused, you can report it by calling 911. Your immediate action could help prevent others from becoming a victim. The Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department, Family Justice Center has resources available to assist you. They can be contacted at 702-828-7714.

Your Voice is Your Power!

PARENTS AND CHILDREN

This is a very important topic. Predators are everywhere; at home, next door, and even online. They can be family, friends, neighbors or siblings. This crime has no boundaries.

Have that open conversation with your children about their bodies. Let them know that if someone touches them in a way that makes them uncomfortable that they can SPEAK UP and always tell a trusted adult. Sexual abuse is never the victim’s fault.

Children spend a lot of time online; predators are aware and take advantage, as they can hide behind the screen and be whomever they want. Talk to your children about this risk and make sure they DO NOT share personal information online and only communicate with those they know in real life.

Abuse is never your fault, you can report it. You are not alone; we have resources available to assist you.

RESOURCES AVAILABLE

- LVMPD Victim Resources
  702-828-2955
- Rape Crisis Center
  24-Hr Hotline: 702-366-1640
- Southern Nevada Children’s Advocacy Center
  702-455-5371
- Safe Nest
  702-646-4981
- Safe Voice Nevada
  833-216-7233
- National Center for Missing and Exploited Children
  1-800-THE-LOST (1-800-843-5678)